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Abstract: Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are an important for monitoring distributed remote environments. As one 

of the key technologies involved in WSNs, nodes fault detection is indispensable in most WSN applications. It is well 

known that the distributed fault detection scheme checks out the failed nodes by exchanging data and mutually testing 

among neighbor nodes in this network., but the fault detection accuracy of a scheme would decrease rapidly when the 

number of neighbor nodes to be diagnosed is small and the node’s failure ratio is high. an improved scheme is proposed 

by defining new detection criteria. Simulation results demonstrate that the improved scheme performs well in the above 

situation and can increase the fault detection accuracy greatly. wireless sensor-actor networks, sensors probe their 

surroundings and forward their data to actor nodes. Actors collaboratively respond to achieve predefined application 

mission. Since actors have to coordinate their operation, it is necessary to maintain a strongly connected network 

topology at all times. Moreover, the length of the inter-actor communication paths maybe constrained to meet latency 

requirement. Distributed Actor Recovery Algorithm (DARA) Most existing works mainly focus on the design of the 

trust models and how these models can be used to defend against certain insider attacks. However, these studies are 

empirical with the implicit assumption that the trust models are secure and reliable. In this paper, we discuss several 

security vulnerabilities that watchdog and trust mechanisms have, examine how inside attackers can exploit these 

security holes, and finally propose defending approaches that can mitigate the weaknesses of trust mechanism. We 

observe that many existing trust models adopting  watchdog as their monitoring mechanism do not explicitly  address 

these weaknesses. Our goal in this paper is to  demonstrate how serious insider attacks can be in WSNs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

An important security issue in wireless sensor network 

(WSN) because traditional security mechanisms, such as 

authentication and authorization, cannot catch inside 

attackers who are legal members of the network. Inside 

attackers can disrupt the network by dropping, modifying, 

or misrouting data packets. This is a serious threat for 

many applications such as military surveillance system 

that monitors the battlefield and other critical 

infrastructures.Trust mechanism with the notion of trust in 

human society has been developed to defend against 

insider attacks . Since WSNs consist of hundreds or  

thousands of tiny sensor nodes, the trust mechanism is 

often implemented as a distributed system where each 

sensor can evaluate, update, and store the trustworthiness 

of other nodes based on the trust model. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

To introduces significantly less messaging overhead to 

enable and during the recovery in comparison to the 

centralized version,. Actually, in the centralized version, 

each node must be aware of the complete network 

topology, which  involves  messages  required  for  

maintaining  the network status, as pointed out earlier. 

Thus, the messaging  overhead dramatically grows as the  

node count increases. On  the other hand, requires 

maintaining one-hop neighbor  information for performing  

 

 

 

the recovery. Thus, an extra N message overhead is 

considered for to exchange information initially at the 

network startup. Conversely, It averages the  available  

route  discovery  process  and  does  not  impose  

prefigure messaging overhead. The only communication 

cost  incurred during the recovery is when a node informs its 

children  about its movement or broadcasts the successful 

relocation. 

Nonetheless, as previously noted, the avoidance of explicit 

state  update comes at the cost of increased travel  overhead.   

It  is  important  to  note  that  for  the  results  , no heartbeat 

messages are counted during the network operation for all 

approaches. In practice, heartbeat messages may or may 

not be explicitly transmitted. Typically, a node that  stays 

quiet for a long time has to send a message to confirm its 

healthy status. Otherwise, messages that are part of the 

normal  network operation, such as route update, data packet 

generation,  inter-the coordination, etc., would suffice. We 

argue that the  number of heartbeat messages would vary 

from node to node  and over time. It is our view that they are 

not part of the recovery  process in case a node failure is to 

be tolerated. Therefore, we  did not fit in heartbeat 

messages in the results and the centralized approach. Path  

Length  Validation  Metrics:   

It does not extend the shortest path between any pair of 

nodes. As expected, to achieves its design objective and 

does not extend any shortest path unlike shortest path and 
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DARA. It engages all neighbors of the failed node and 

triggers subsequent cascaded relocation. This can be 

tolerated in sparse topologies. However, in highly 

connected networks, i.e., large N  

nodes are involved in the recovery process, as indicated 

by . As a result, the scope of node movement grows 

dramatically, and the number of extended paths increases, as 

On the other hand, DARA performs very close to highly 

connected topologies. In sparse networks, DARA does 

not do well with significant number of extended paths. 

 

 
Fig1. Trust Path generation 

 

 
Fig 2. Path Regeneration 

 
Research Methodology:  

In general, trust mechanism works in the following stages.  

1)  Node behavior monitoring  : Each sensor node  

monitors and records its neighbors’ behaviors such as 

packet forwarding. This collected data will be used for 

trustworthiness evaluation in the next stage. Watchdog is a 

monitoring mechanism popularly used in this stage. The 

confidence of the trustworthiness evaluation depends on 

how much data a sensor collects and how reliable such 

data is. 

 
2)  Trust model defines how to measure the 

trustworthiness of a sensor node.  introduced several 

representative approaches to build the trust model, which 

include Bayesian approach, Entropy approach, Game-

theoretic approach, and Fuzzy approach. The trust value of 

a node may be different when we use different trust 

models. For example, when a node is observed  to forward 

the packet stimes and drops the packet Insider trust 

Management  Intelligent inside attacks against trust 

mechanism Vulnerabilities in the inside attacker detection 

stage Average End-to-End delay Packet Delivery Ratio 

Energy Consumption Multi-hop Chain Topology Inside 

attack detection : Based on the trust value, a sensor node 

determines whether its neighbor is trustworthy  for 

collaboration (such as packet forwarding). If a neighbor’s 

trust value is less than a certain threshold , it will be 

considered as an untrusted or malicious node. Depending 

on the WSN’s trust mechanism, the detection of such 

insider attacker may or may not be broadcast to the rest of 

the nodes in the WSN.  Moreover, we cannot keep aside 

the case of zero day attack where the vulnerability is 

discovered by the attacker but is not detected by 

vulnerability scanner. In such case, the alert being real will 

be regarded as false, given that there does not exist 

corresponding node in SAG. Thus, current research does 

not address how to reduce the false negative rate. It is 

important to note that vulnerability scanner should be able 

to detect most recent vulnerabilities and sync with the 

latest vulnerability database to reduce the chance of Zero-

day attacks. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The proposed algorithm has been carried out using the 

network simulator .net. To improved the version of 

recovery Scheme. Performances of the DARA, Shortest 

path are evaluated. 

 

 
Fig: Multiple Nodes fail detection 

 

The figure Multiple Node fail detection to detection of the 

failure nodes. The propose protocol detect the multiple 

failure nodes at a time. In routing path1 having8 nodes 

detects the 2 failure nodes, routing path2 having the15 

nodes detects 3 failure nodes and routing path 3 having 25 

nodes to detects 5 failure nodes. The propose protocol 

detects the more failure nodes very quickly. The propose 

protocol detection 80% failure node. The technique detect 

faster failure detects as compare to previous technique.    

 

 
Fig: The recovery scheme 

   

In routing path1 failure nodes are 2 apply the recovery 

scheme by 3 nodes. Routing path 2 detects 3 failure nodes 

apply the recovery scheme by nodes 5, so send the data 

from this 5 nodes. In routing path3 failure nodes are 5 so 

apply the recovery scheme by 7nodes. The propose 
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protocol provide 90% faster recovery. To use of 

combinational methodology to provide faster recovery 

scheme. The delivery of the packet to the destination four 

times faster then the previous technique. To use the 

recovery scheme  so that without dropping of message 

packet the data are deliver to the destination. To give the 

assurance of the data packet delivery. So that the life time 

of the network is maximize. 

 

 
Fig: Comparing Recovery Scheme 

 

The figure shows the comparing the recovery scheme of 

the existing system and the propose system. So the 

Combinational technique provides 8% more recovery from 

the existing system. 

 

CONCULSION 

 

A trust threshold can be designed in static manner or 

dynamic manner. Static trust threshold might be optimal 

only for limited cases that we consider in the simulation. 

As a result, it may not be good for unconsidered situations. 

Meanwhile, dynamic trust threshold that adaptively 

changes according to situations in our network may have 

reasonably good results, although it may not be optimal 

for all situations. However, since dynamic trust threshold 

will be frequently computed, it must be designed in an 

energy-efficient way. The implementation stage involves 

careful planning, investigation of the existing system and 

it’s constraints on implementation, designing of methods 

to achieve changeover and evaluation of changeover 

methods. 
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